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AMD Strengthens Senior Leadership Team
SANTA CLARA, Calif., Jan. 25, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- AMD (NASDAQ: AMD) today
announced multiple organizational changes focused on strengthening the company’s senior
leadership team and accelerating growth. 

AMD will unify all sales operations under Darren Grasby, senior vice president and
chief sales officer. Grasby will now lead the global sales and go-to-market activities
across all product lines, channels and regions. Previously, Grasby was responsible for
worldwide sales to PC manufacturers and channel partners.
AMD has hired industry veteran Sandeep Chennakeshu into a new position as
executive vice president of Computing and Graphics responsible for the company’s
high-performance PC, gaming and semi-custom businesses. Chennakeshu brings
extensive semiconductor experience, a deep technology understanding from a
systems and software perspective, and extensive general management experience.
He has spent the last 30 years serving in multiple senior engineering and executive
roles at Ericsson, Freescale, Sony and Blackberry.
As the datacenter business continues to grow in importance for AMD, Forrest Norrod,
senior vice president and general manager, Datacenter and Embedded Solutions
Group, will now have responsibility for all AMD datacenter products across both CPUs
and GPUs.
AMD is promoting Mark Papermaster to executive vice president and CTO in
recognition of his leadership in driving the technology vision and roadmap execution of
the company.

“2019 marks an important inflection point for AMD as we prepare to launch our next-
generation high-performance 7nm products,” said Dr. Lisa Su, AMD president and CEO.  “I
am excited to strengthen and align our leadership team around our customers and end
markets to sharpen our focus on continued growth and market share gains.” 

Supporting Resources

View AMD leadership team biographies and organizational chart
Become a fan of AMD on Facebook
Follow AMD on Twitter

About AMD
For more than 45 years AMD has driven innovation in high-performance computing, graphics
and visualization technologies ― the building blocks for gaming, immersive platforms and
the datacenter. Hundreds of millions of consumers, leading Fortune 500 businesses and
cutting-edge scientific research facilities around the world rely on AMD technology daily to
improve how they live, work and play. AMD employees around the world are focused on
building great products that push the boundaries of what is possible. For more information
about how AMD is enabling today and inspiring tomorrow, visit the AMD (NASDAQ: AMD)
website, blog, Facebook and Twitter pages.

http://www.amd.com/
https://www.amd.com/en/corporate/leadership
https://www.amd.com/system/files/documents/executive-org-chart.pdf
http://www.facebook.com/AMD
https://twitter.com/AMD
http://www.amd.com/
http://community.amd.com/welcome
https://www.facebook.com/AMD
https://twitter.com/amd
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